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"Y4D Foundation is working towards empowering the underprivileged section of
the society. We work on various aspects impacting children and youth to build

an empowered future generation"

CSR Project Management Award

TATA Motors honored the Y4D Foundation for its ‘Distinguished performance in CSR

Project Management specifically in the field of skill training for employability. The award

was received by Mr. Praful Nikam - President Y4D and Mr. Arun Gholap - Associate

Director Y4D, on behalf of the whole Y4D family. 

Y4D Foundation is obliged to receive this award and strives to bring employability with its

continuous efforts in the field of skill development to help the youth stand at par with the

dynamic world and by instilling enough skills in them to face the competitive world. Y4D is

grateful to its hardworking team members and the active volunteers who make it possible

for the foundation to make a successful impact on society. Such recognitions are an

essential source of motivation for the whole team.

Vocational Skill Training Program

As part of a joint program with "Ishanya Foundation" and "Deepak Fertilizer", Y4D

Foundation is providing vocational skill training to 240 underprivileged and tribal youth from

the rural areas around Pune. During the first batch total of 70 students were trained as

Assistant Operators, Manual Insertion Operators, and CNC Operators. Throughout the

entire program, the youth actively participated and enthusiastically engaged. 

The key objective of this sustainable training program is to develop key skill-sets for

employability and to enhance income potential. The training for the first batch of 70

students ended with the NSDC Certification ceremony where all the students were

felicitated for their appreciable efforts. Y4D aims to continue this journey of empowering

the youth and strengthening the upcoming generations by providing practical training.

Skill Training & Placement

In order to boost the capabilities of students from needy, impacted families, Y4D

Foundation is implementing the "Aadhar Kaushal Greater Noida Skill Training Program"

under the project "Aadhar Kaushal" of Aadhar Housing Finance Ltd. This initiative focuses

on training, placements & post-placement support with a special focus on females. 

The aim of this training program is to train the youths in Assistant Operator, Manual

Insertion Operator, and soft skills that will enable immigrants living in urban, rural, and

tribal communities in Greater Noida to gain greater control over their lives and contribute to

economic development. Out of 250 students, three batches of 105 completed their

Assistant Operator & Manual Insertion training at NIMT (National Institute of Management

& Technology) and got 100% placement. 

Under the Skill Training Program, the 4th and 5th batches of 145 students are being

trained to upskill underprivileged candidates who are deserving of the opportunity.

Certificates will be awarded to those who pass the test. 

Y4D will continue its mission of empowering the youth by providing them with apt skill

development and vocational training.

Donate for the worthy cause
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